A small extra bisatellited metacentric chromosome has been found in two unrelated normal females and their foetuses. The presence of two nucleolusorganiser regions (NOR's) on these chromosomes was defined by in situ hybridisation of 28S and 18S ribosomal genes, silver staining and the observation of satellite association. C-banding strongly suggests that they are also dicentric.
INTRODUCTION
THE occurrence of a small extra metacentric chromosome has often been reported in humans (Ilbery et al., 1961) . Surveys show that such a marker chromosome can occur in phenotypically normal individuals and their families (Walzer et al., 1969; Friedrich and Nielsen, 1974; Nielsen, 1974; Nielsen and Rasmussen, 1975) or may be associated with a wide range of clinical abnormalities (Bain, 1973) . Their unexpected occurrence in the course of pre-natal diagnosis and the implications of this finding have recently been discussed by Bernstein et ci. (1978) .
The origin of these extra chromosomes is difficult to determine because of their small size. However, the identification of the marker chromosome as a derivative of at least one of the acrocentric chromosomes is suggested by the presence of satellites on one or both arms. Staining methods specific for the short arms of each of the five pairs of acrocentric chromosomes would be helpful in identifying which had contributed to the marker, but only chromosome 15 appears to have such a specific test at present (Schreck et al., 1977) ; this involves a characteristic reaction to anti-5-methylcytidine.
In this paper we describe studies of the nucleolus-organiser regions in two extra bisatellited metacentric chromosomes found unexpectedly during prenatal diagnosis in different families. The technique of in situ hybridisation, using a radioactive probe specific for 28S and l8S ribosomal genes (rDNA), has been used to quantitate the relative amount of rDNA (Malcolm et ai., 1977) , and the silver staining method of Bloom and Goodpasture (1976) 44/l-E 63 used to indicate the functional activity of the NOR's (Miller et al., 1976a, b) . The frequency of satellite association was used as a measure of the involvement of the marker chromosome in the interphase nucleolus. These studies have provided additional information concerning the origin and behaviour of extra metacentric chromosomes. Children, Glasgow, for analysis. The indication for amniocentesis was the previous birth of a child with spina bifida in her third pregnancy. Routine chromosome analysis was carried out on the amniotic fluid cells with similar findings to Case A. Again, chromosome analysis of parental lymphocytes showed that the mother also had the extra metacentric. The pregnancy was allowed to continue to the delivery of a normal baby with normal development up to the present.
METHODS
Chromosome preparations were made from cultures of amniotic cells and peripheral blood cultures, stained by C-and G-banding and analysed as described by Ferguson-Smith (1974) . In situ hybridisation was carried out as described previously (Malcolm et al., 1977) . The probe used was a bacterial plasmid PMB9 containing Xenopus laevis 28S and 18S rRNA genes.
The plasmid DNA was labelled to a specific activity of 1O dpm/j.g with tritium by "nick-translation ". Chromosome preparations were silverstained using the Ag-I method of Bloom and Goodpasture (1976) and either counter-stained in Giemsa (2 per cent in OOl M Sorensen's phosphate buffer pH 7.0) or Trypsin-Giemsa banded (Seabright, 1971 ).
RESULTS
Chromosome analysis of mothers and foetuses in both cases show a 47,XX + mar karyotype. The marker chromosome in each is a small metacentric, bisatellited chromosome. The length of the marker chromosome is equivalent to 1.35 per cent of the total genome length in Case A, and 1 22 per cent in Case D. In both, the short arms and satellites fluoresce dully by Q-banding. In Case A, each arm is similar in length but one satellite is more readily distinguished than the other. In Case D, satellites are prominent in both arms although one appears larger than the other. C-banding demonstrates the presence of a heterochromatic region proximal to the secondary constriction in each arm ( fig. 2 ) consistent with the interpretation that each metacentric is dicentric. Grain counts from in situ hybridisation of the 28S and I 8S gene probe to the mother's chromosomes are shown in table 1. The D, G and marker chromosomes are clearly labelled above background and the marker chromosome is nearly four times more heavily fig. 2 ). This strongly suggests that nucleolusorganiser regions are present on both ends of the extra chromosomes. This is confirmed by the silver-staining procedure. Silver-staining is observed on both ends of the marker chromosome in all 20 cells scored in Case A, and all 22 in Case D (fig. 2 ). The intensity of the stain appears to be the same on both ends of the chromosome in Case A, but one end shows heavier staining in Case D (figs. I and 2). In Case A, three D and two G chromosomes stain by the Ag-I method in four of five cells scored, and four D and two G in the remaining cell. These were identified by Trypsin banding as both 13's and 14's, one 21 and one 22.
In Case D, four D and 3 G's are silver-stained in eight out of twelve cells and five D and three G in the remaining four. Trypsin banding showed these to be both 13's, one 14 and 15, both 21's and one 22 ( fig. 1) .
The results for satellite associations are shown in table 2. Fifty cells were scored in Case D and 30 cells in Case A. The total number of times a chromosome of each group was involved in a satellite association was scored and the result normalised to allow for the fact that there were six NOR's in the D group, four in the G group and two NOR's on the marker chromosome. In both cases the marker chromosome associates more than average.
In Case D, the increase of marker over G group chromosomes is most marked. In 20 cells in Case D, which had also been silver-stained, it is possible to distinguish between the ends. It was found that 80 per cent of the associations involving the marker chromosome were with the more heavily stained region.
The conclusion from cytological observations that the marker chromosomes were derivatives of acrocentric chromosomes was confirmed by in situ hybridisation, which showed that 28S and 18S genes were present in both ends of the marker. Grain counts showed that the marker chromosome introduced an extra dose of ribosomal genes of 40 per cent (Case A) and 30 per cent (Case D), without apparent phenotypic effect.
Studies on rodent/man somatic cell hybrids have shown that only the NOR's of the species producing rRNA are stained by the Ag technique (Miller et al., 1977) , and it has been assumed that this is a stain for active NOR's. Satellite association has also been considered as a measure of activity in production of rRNA as it is thought to involve those acrocentric chromosomes whose NOR's were involved in nucleolus formation in the previous interphase. By these criteria, the marker chromosome is active in ribosomal RNA synthesis at both NOR's.
At present there are conflicting results as to whether the frequency of satellite association is correlated to the number of rRNA genes present or to some other unknown factor (Evans et al., 1974; Henderson and Atwood, 1976; Warburton et al., 1976) . Miller et al. (1977) have shown a strong correlation between the amount of silver stain and frequency of participation in association. In the cases reported here, the marker chromosome carried an above-average number of l8S and 28S ribosomal genes and was involved more often than average in satellite associations. This was particularly marked in Case D, where the end staining more heavily with silver was involved in 80 per cent of the associations of the chromosome. It was not possible to correlate this with rDNA content as the two arms of the marker chromosome could not be distinguished following in situ hybridisation. It has been suggested that participation of acrocentric chromosomes in satellite associations may predispose them to breakage and translocation (FergusonSmith and Handmaker, 1961) , and it is noteworthy that at least one of the nucleolus-organiser regions in each of these marker chromosomes are particularly active in satellite associations. This may be an important factor in ensuring the transmission of the extra metacentric from one generation to the next. It has not been possible to determine from which of the acrocentric chromosomes the extra metacentrics have been derived. In cases such as these where the marker has been inherited, possibly through several generations, comparisons of the properties of the NOR's with those carried by the parent's chromosomes will not be informative, as the chromosomes giving rise to the marker chromosome may have been lost several generations previously due to normal meiotic segregation. However, certain conclusions can be drawn about the mechanisms of origin of the extra metacentrics from our findings. The two main possibilities for the origin of the aberration are isochromosome formation and centric fusion translocation. Both resulting aberrations can be dicentric, the former as a result of isochromatid breakage and fusion in the proximal part of the long arm of an acrocentric chromosome. However, isochromosome formation appears to be unlikely in either case as at least one technique demonstrates differences between the arms of the extra metacentric chromosomes. In case A, the major difference appears to be in the satellites, only one of which is readily distinguished in the majority of cells; no differences are observed in Ag staining, in situ hybridisation or satellite association. In Case D, the two arms are more
